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Brightly [Cha72]. Brightness [Gol96a, MD21]. Brill [Boh19, Jus20, Mar14, War19]. Brilliant [Gin05c]. Britain [Ash00, Dwe00, Heg82, Hos01a, Bry72, TT78, Dic09, Heg78].

Britannica [Tho84, KPG03]. British [Gin05c, Hos04d, Lov78, dP82, Sul02, Tho84, Yeo09, Ash00, Bel09a, Dav19, Hos04d, LH05, Lov78, McC93, McC89, Mea81, Ogi11, dP82, Sym02, Win06, Bel09a]. Britanny [Hos03c, Hos07b, Hos07c, Hos01a].

Broadsides [Gin76]. Brogar [TT73b, TT75, TT77]. bronze [Jon21].

Broom [Hug10]. Broughton [Smi18a]. Brown [CT12, CT12]. Bruce [Nau98].

Brudzewo [Bar13a]. Bruin [Kin02a].
Fle92, GHS08, Gen87, Gin76, Gin83a, Gin97c, GM03, Gin13c, Gre00, Grö83, HH07, Has19, Her73, Hom72, Hos95a, Hos04d, Hos14c, Hus12, JTY9, Kai07, Ker19, KG82, Kin87, Kin89, Kok98, Kre89, Kre11, Ler80, Century [LG12, Liv16, McCC93, Mea85, Mol76, Nas13, Nor80, Nor83, Not14b, Not15a, Not15b, Pau86, Pin98, Rav72, RS18, RC11, Rus74a, Rus74b, Sal94a, Sal94b, Sam98, Sha99a, Sni91, Sni97, Spec13, Ste90b, Str10, TG87, Tur02, VG01, War98, War09, Wil03, Ano81a, Kes15, Mer11, Ben87b, Dan12b, Dar91, Eas89, Fei86, Gin77c, Gin87a, Hin04, Pêo08, Rot80, Smi89, Smi91, Smi97, Spe13, Ste90b, Str10, TG87, Tur02, VG01, War98, Wer13, Whi72, Wil09, Ano81a, Kes15, Mer11, Ben87b, Dan12b, Dar91, Eas89, Fei86, Gin77c, Gin87a, Hin04, Péo08, Rot80, Smi89, Tur72, Ver17].

Century-Long [LG12, Liv16, McCC93, Mea85, Mol76, Nas13, Nor80, Nor83, Not14b, Not15a, Not15b, Pau86, Pin98, Rav72, RS18, RC11, Rus74a, Rus74b, Sal94a, Sal94b, Sam98, Sha99a, Sni91, Sni97, Spec13, Ste90b, Str10, TG87, Tur02, VG01, War98, War09, Wil03, Ano81a, Kes15, Mer11, Ben87b, Dan12b, Dar91, Eas89, Fei86, Gin77c, Gin87a, Hin04, Péo08, Rot80, Smi89, Tur72, Ver17].

Century-Old [Ber97a, Gra21b].

Cepheid [Wil07].

Ceragioli [Bre18].

Ceres [CMO11, Cun16, For71a, Mir17, Mir17].

CESLA [Ave95].

Châtelet [Nau16].

Chacona [BAE93].

chair [Glu22].

Cham [Gee18, Loh19, Mit19].

Chamber [Tur79a].

Chamberlain [Hاد84].

Chamberlin [Bru78b, Bru78c].

Champion [Wag92].

Chandra [Sch07b].

Chandrasekhar [Smi96, Smi96].

Change [Cha90, Cul93, Kre13, Sch01c, Mar12a].

Changed [Bia04, Wil05b, Zuj11].

Changes [SS90].

Changing [De06, DeV07, McC03].

Channel [Le08, Le09].

Chao [Hol03].

Chapp [vH86].

Chapter [Ano05, Tur84].

Chapters [Swe86a, Pin03].

Characteristics [Cha12].

Characters [DeV89].

Charge [Van97].

Charles [Boh19, Cha15b, Hos88, Plo90, Tur07, DeV90, Hod77, Hos88, EVA7a].

Chart [Sta06].

Charting [Sch00b].

Charts [Ash87, GH07].

Chase [Ber94].

Chasing [Dan04b, Duk12, Dun13].

Chaucerian [Dav19].

Cheaper [Smi07].

Checklist [Ano74a, WW71].

Chéseaux [Jak70].

Chet [Ano15f].

chetverti [Rya71].

Chicago [Bon19b, Bra15, Dun20, Kes15, Rap15a, Sha14].

Children [Hig17].

Chimney [MEA91].

China [Ano03a, Gin98, Gin03a, Has11, Shi11, Siv77, Siv98, Tur71b, CL22, Cul93, FS96, FV17, Gin96c, Has87, Has11, Li19, Lia19, Nee74, Nor91a, Shi00, Siv05, Siv10, SS98a, SF95, Tur71b, Yor01, Lan89].

Chinese [Har72, Nee71, Pan09a, Qua17, Siv05, Cul02, Cul17, Lan89, LZ99, MSH21, Nak71, Nee71, Pan09a, Qua17, Siv77, Siv98, Ste98a, SB12, SMH18, TQ18, WS16, WS19, Yan86, ZJJ99].

Chinnici [Cen14, Cen17].

Chinois [Siv10].

Chinoises [Yan86].

Chioniades [Sal90].

Chios [Wil08b].

Ch’iu} [SY92].

Chris [Lau14].

Christ [Gin01c, Sha11, Nor08a].

Christian [Ano78d, Ben82a, Kra22].

Christian [For81, Gin01c, Gra00, Mal97, Nor92a, Eas97, McC11, Nor92a, Obr19, RS18].

Christianity [Gin90c].

Christiansen [Mit19].

Christine [Mal15, Roc17].

christlichen [War13].

Christmas [CJ20].

Christoph [Bla97, Kre07b, EZ16].

Christopher [Fei84, Qua17, Ben75].

Chronicle [SY92, Bot76, MSH22b, OP89].

Chronicles [SS91a, Ste77].

Chronological [Mar12b, Nor92a, Ost92a].

Chronology [Kaz73, Mal78, Mer03, Nor92a, Sch00a, Ste12a, Swe74b, Ver12, CS21, Kaz73].

Chromemeter [Bre13].

Chugoku [Nak71].

Chumash [Had84].

Ch’un [SY92].

Ch’un-Ch’iu} [SY92].

Church [Bre00, Bro96, Gin05d, Hos04c, Mul82, Wes96, Gol01a, Hos04c, Sch91].

churches [UAGGB21].

Ciência [LN09].

Ciel [Bla01, Kus10, Mol70, Ver09].

Cielo [Gra00].

Cienças [Gra12b].

ciência [Gra12b].

ciência [Gra12b].

Cimento [Van74a].

Cinquecento [Swe92b, Pan09b].

circa [Her22].

Circle [And90, Bel20, Ben91a, Lüt10, Sta99, Meu10].
Circles [Chi09, Hos01a, PF83, Ree11, Gin87b].
Circular [Gin87b, Llo15]. Circulation [CK07].
Circumpolar [Loc85]. Circumsolarity [Bra20].
Cities [Kin95b]. Citizen [Smi12, Tur75].
Citizen-Scientists [Smi12]. City [Spr93a]. Civic [Bel07].
Civil [Bro10, Dew87, Swe74a]. Civilizaciones [Lütt10].
Civilizations [Hos83b]. Civilizing [Dea94]. Clairaut [Wil93].
Clarendon [Smi96]. Clark [Dew70, Gin97b, Dew70, Gin97b].
Clarke [ML14]. Clash [Eis88b, Wes89]. Classic [Ald02, Cog08, Smo09, Vai12, Ada21].
Classical [Eva11, Han09a, Mon82, Plo16a, Sid10, Mol14b].
Classification [HB71b, HB71a, Har14, Pin70, Sym15, Tee89, Zso10].
Classique [Gra07a, Llo80, Wil87b]. Classroom [Rap15b].
Claudius [Moe80, Too77, She15, Eva92]. Clavius [Bla97, Bla97].
Cleomede [Eva05, Neu81]. Cleomedes [Neu81].
Clerk [Wil05b]. Clerks [Tur71b]. Clifford [Mir17]. Climbing [Ost89].
Clive [Dun23, Mag23]. Clock [Loc83, MS04, MS05, Oes10, Pou83].
Clockmaker [Bre13, Sy107]. Clockmaking [Ben20, Hai21].
Clocks [Ane77j, Bro90, Gin85c, Gin86b, How86, How94, Lan89, Loc92, Loc96, SS98a, Str81, Sym02, Gin86b].
Clockwork [Bry81, Dic99, Lan89, Str81, Tur90a].
Close [Gin87a, Li19, Yor01]. Clouds [Ash79b].
Clube [Car86]. Clues [Ano04b, BGP13, ZB04]. Clusters [Hos08g, Hos11b, Hos13, Smi00, Pop22, Gin70a].
Clyde [Rea92, Rea92]. CO [Ave18, Rug95].
Codex [An001c, Ave99, Ave96, Pin74, Vai12, BBW97, Bri01a, Kel83, Kno03, Mar95].
codice [GS13, Lip15]. Codices [AMP95, AMP96]. Codicum [Gin87c].
Codified [Hos01a]. Coelestis [Tho84]. coelestium [Eva00, Cha19, Wil86b].
Cognition [Van89]. Cognitive [How02, Wes09b]. Cognizing [Wes09b].
Cohen [Smi04]. Coherent [Bur19].
Coignet [Mes20]. Coin [SM05].
Coincidence [Bon07]. Cold [Bat90].
collectores [LN09]. Colégio [LN09].
Collaboration [Cer97]. Collapse [Bla97].
Collectanea [Gin78b]. Collected [Bel14a, Dev85b, Gin93, Mes11, Min00, Dev85b].
Collecting [Mol14b]. Collecting [Gin87c, Gin99a, Lat20, Sch14a, Sta04, Tau94, Tur70a, SG16]. Collections [Gin77d, Gin88, Sch14a, Tur70a, Tur79a, WW71].
Collectives [Hos00b]. Collector [WW82].
College [Bel77, Had84, Mac90, Rob90, Rot90, Ste90a, DL15, Mor80, Spe80].
Collide [Ave95]. Collimitius [Sha99a].
Collinder [Ano76j]. Colloquia [Jar73, Nee74]. Colloquio [Rug95].
Colloquium [Llo80, Siv89]. Colluding [Top03].
Colonial [Hea99, dA17]. Colorado [Ave18].
Collect [Gin10b, Hoc92].
Columbian [Ave18, Car76, Ano73a, Ave18, Hiv81, Kru22, Spr92]. Comet [Bro85, Car17b, Cer97, Don73a, FF20, Fle92, Gin86a, HW81, Kok81, Mar87, OP89, POH96, Sei17, Waf86a, NKM^+16, HD84, JKKC19, OP92, Waf86b, Wil93, Yaz14, Rec22].
Cometa [Gin82c]. Cometarum [Ruf10].
Cometary [Hen09, Jas20, Ost92a, Ruf71, vH87].
Cometas [Hei14a, Omo13, Gra12a].
Comete [Str10]. Cometography [Gre02, Gre04, Gre02, Gre04]. Comets [Bos09, Bur10, Chi15, Coo99, Dal80, Gen92b].
Kur19, Loc85, LB06, Mal90, Obr14, Obr19, 
Pal77, Sch02, Sch05a, Sol09, Dob00.
constitutione [Ste88]. Constructed 
[GvH11]. Constructing [Lat20]. 
Construction [ASCE14, Ben13, Gin01a, 
Kra99, Kun88, RA18, SW18, Tur70b, Hen97]. 
Constructions [Ave18]. Contacts [Gin03a]. 
Contained [Con70]. Contemplation 
[Cap12]. contemporaine [Har85]. 
Contemporaries [Ben87b, Mil04]. 
Contemporary [Bar05, Jon76, Lat12, UCI16, UC22, UC23]. 
Context [Ash86, CM10, Dob96, Eis03, Gin89c, Hal93, 
Hay81, Hos03c, Hos04b, Hos08b, How02, 
JLGL14, Kra07b, Lat20, Llo94, Loc00, 
Mer10, Mo93, Nee08, Rec11, Row07, RC11, 
Sha07a, Tho86, Wal13, Mit13, McM03]. 
Contexts [Gre09, How02, McC03]. Continu 
[Tuc00]. Continuation [SMH20]. Continue 
[Car17b]. Continuity [Car17b]. 
Contrasts [Tur07]. Contribution 
[Bar88, CS02b, Hoy82, Kri88, Nau01]. 
Contributions [For70c, For80a, TG87]. 
Contributor [Ano88a]. Contributors 
[An070c, An070d, An071f, An071g, An071h, 
An072c, An072d, An072e, An073g, An073h, 
An073i, An074e, An074f, An074g, An075d, 
An075e, An075f, An076e, An076f, An076g, 
An077c, An077d, An077e, An077f, An077g, 
An077h, An078f, An078g, An078h, An079c, 
An079f, An079g, An080c, An080f, An080g, An080h, An081c, 
An081d, An081e, An082f, An082g, An082h, 
An083d, An083e, An084c, An086a, An086b, 
An087a, An087b, An087c, An087d, An088b, 
An088c, An088d, An089e, An089f, An089g, 
An089h, An090b, An090c, An090d, An090e, 
An091c, An091d, An091e, An091f, An091g, 
An092b, An092c, An092d, An092e, An093b, 
An093c, An093d, An093e, An094d, An094e, 
An094f, An095e, An096c, An097d, An097e, 
An097f, An098b, An098c, An098d, An098e, 
An098f, An099a, An099b]. Contributors 
[An099c, An099d, An099e, An000a, An000b, 
An000c, An000d, An001e, An001f, An001g, An001h, An002a, An002b, 
An002c, An002d, An002e, An002f, An003b, 
An003c, An003d, An003e, An004d, An004e, 
An004f, An004g, An005b, An007b, An007c, 
An007d, An007e, An008a, An008b, An008c, 
An008d, An009b, An009c, An009d, An009e, 
An009f, An010a, An010b, An010c, An010d, An011a, 
An011b, An011c, An011d, An012b, An012c, 
An012d, An012e, An013b, An013c, An013d, 
An013e, An014c, An014d]. Controversia 
[Nor92b]. Controversial [CMO11]. 
Controversies [Mar89]. Controversy 
[Bak15, Bau87, Big10, Bon12, Din73, 
GMM14, Gin03h, Gin11c, She99, Smi98, 
Bak15, Gol87, Voe94]. Conversations 
[Liv16, McC07]. Conversation 
[Fat98, Fat00, Mer98b]. Convinced 
[Car17b]. coolest [Del23]. Coon [Mar89]. 
Copán [Ald02]. Copernic 
[Gra80, Hen76, Pou96]. Copernican 
[Bar05, Fin19, Hal88, Har75, Kra07a, Mar03, 
Par92, Ped73, Voe94, Wal77, Ano83b, Bal85, 
GV98a, GV98b, Gin06c, Gra12d, Gra13b, 
Gre10, Hal88, Har75, Het76a, Jar82, Kra07a, 
Kre10, LG12, OT13, Rag05, Wes09b, Wes18, 
WKH18]. 
Copernican 
[Ait82, Jar73, Nee74, Swe98, Ano74b, Nee74]. 
Copernicanesismo [Fin99]. 
ocopernicanischen [Wes97]. 
Copernicanism [Bro96, Fei86, Hos04c, 
Bau86, Dan04a, Fin99, Kus10, McM89, 
Rapi5b, Rav72, Rot90, dA17, Van89]. 
ocopernicanos [dA17]. Copernican 
[Hal03]. Copernicienne [Kus10]. 
Copernici [FeI02]. Copernico 
[Omo11a, Cha19]. Copernicu 
[Mos03, Pou96]. Copernicus 
[Ait82, App05, Bar19, Ber94, Bla97, Dan2a, 
Dob96, Gin89c, Gin03f, Gin05a, Het76a, 
Kno90a, Kre93, Kre07b, Mar14, Moe77, 
Nor94, Ped73, Pou96, Ros74a, Swe88, Swe90, 
Swe98, Too81, Wal77, Wes93, Ait82, Ano97b, 
...
Datierung [Ste12a]. Dating [Bri01a, DE00, Dav19, Dob02, Duk02, SS06, WH78, Ver12].
d’Auteroche [vH86]. David [Apt14, Doe19, Gin09, Kra22, ML14, Sul14, Vet19, Jon06a, Omo11b, Rei18, SM04].
Dawn [Batt90, Han09a]. Day [Ald11, Bec10, Kra07b, Sha94b, Far05].
DC [Doe19, Ger17]. Dead [Ste17]. Dean [Doe01, TH79]. Death [Bla98b, Pau81, HGGVE+23].
Debate [Ber82, Bro83, Cer95, Cor98, Far04, Fei90, Gin88d, Gin11c, Hos76b, Sha99b, Str99].
D´ebuts [Cha89]. Decade [Cha90, Ost05a]. Decans [Gin72].
December [Gin02d, How88, Wis06]. Decipit [Pal08]. Deceptus [Pal08].
Decisions [McM09]. Decision [Bro96, Yeo99]. Declaration [She87].
Declinations [CFMR77]. Decline [Sch03]. Decoding [Eva09b, Kel83]. Découverte [CL08].
Deferent [Nor88]. definitive [Mor21]. degli [Gin87c]. Del [Had84, Ave87, Bel06, Cha19, Fin99, Gin82c, Gin02c, Gl88, Gra12h, Hos09a, Omo11a, Pan09b, Rap11c, She86, Swe92b, Tur84, Van96, Swe92b].
Delambre [CT86]. Delft [Mil04]. Delhi [Siv89]. dell [Cen14]. della [Gin87c, Lip15]. dell’Astrofisica [Cen17, Chi16]. dell’Infinito [Pan09b].
Delray [Will15]. Demarcation [Waf01]. Democritus [Bro83]. Demokratischen [For70a].
Dendrochronology [Edd86]. Denmark [Nor86]. Dense [Hen92]. Densmore [Nau98]. Department [Ave95, dP82].
Dependence [Jak70]. Depictions [Rya09]. Depth [Duk03, Golo3b]. Derek [Ano98a, Hos08d]. Derivation [Swe17a].
Descartes [McC91]. Describing [SS06]. Description [RPFA15, Hen92].
Descriptive [Ano76c]. Desert [BS06]. Deserter [Hos04g]. Design [Ost07].
Designs [Ave05]. detail [Kra15]. Detectors [Lat20]. Determination [All92, FF20, Hos80b, Pet20, SMH18].
Determined [Sti07]. Determining [BBW97, Bru09, GJ22, Moz13a].
Detestable [Sel14]. Detroit [Gin00c, Gin00c]. d’Europe [Hos00b]. deutsche [Gra08a]. Deutschen [For70a, Joh19, Kre07b]. deutscher [Oes15, RR13].
Development [Ano97c, Ben91a, Ber01, Bro91b, Car19, Car08, For70c, Kid87, Mar89, Ram06, SB72a, SB72b, Smi98, Smi08, Smi09a, Sut72, Tat99, Van77, Wil96, Swe86a].
Développement [Bat87]. Device [CTE12, dB95]. Devices [War08].
Devorkin [Doe19, Doe01]. Diagonal [CS14, Loc83, Loc92, Sym02, SC13].
Diagram [LD12, Syn15]. Diagrammatic [Mos11]. Diagramme [Eas10]. Diagrams [Azz11, Eas92, Eas10, Gra05c, Gra12e, Hor82, JJ10, McC91, Pan10, Sha12, Mon22].
Dialog [AS97, SW18, Tur70b]. Dialogue [Car99, Gin02c, Pal08].
Diale [Don82b, Wes96, Don79, Mue00]. dialogues [Chi21]. Diameter [Bro88a, Sha75]. Diameters [DeV75]. Diamond [Sch07a].
Diaries [Eva86, Hub91]. Diario [McM89].
Dictatorship [RC16]. Dictionary [Gin85a, Hos76a, Hos82b, Hos04d, Kre09, Low09, Hos76a, Kun90, Wel84, Wil02]. Did [Gap15, Gin85f, Gra06, VvdS19, Cov17].
drevnei [McC08, Sol09]. Dreyer
[Hei99, Hos08a, Kre09, Low09].
Dreyfus [D´eb96]. Drift
[Gold3a]. Drop [Sch01b]. drugikh
[Sol09]. DSB [Hei99, Hos08a, Kre09, Low09].
[Bel07, Eiss88b, Bel07, Eiss88b]. Due
[Ano95b, Gin02c, Pou84, Thu95]. Duhem
[O´88]. Dumée [Aub16]. Duncan [Dob73].
Drugih [Gold3a]. Durchmusterung
[Her77]. Durées [BN81]. Durham [Hos70]. during
[Ber97b, Duf92, Gin75b, Heg82, Hei00, Hol03, Mil04, RC16, Sha87b, Zru21]. Dutch
[Hal03, Ban10, GGCF03, Maa16, Pau81, Van02a, Van98b, Zui19]. Duty
[Cha88]. Duzer [Ano15f]. Dwarf
[Nau08]. Dynamic [Kra99, Hen97].
Dynamical [Eva93a, Whi70a]. Dynamics
[Eva93a, Nau98, Eva93a]. Dziela
[Gin08].

E. [Bra90, Hos85b, Mac10, WDR11]. Ear
[Sul77]. Earl [Cha15b, Mol14a]. Earliest
[BH12, Gin87a, Kee91, POF96, SV16, SG09, vdW74]. Early
[Ani82, Ano06a, Ash81, Bau87, Bec10, Bla91a, Bon16b, Cin17, Cha17, Cro00, CO13, Dew79, Duf99b, Duf01, Don98, Don09, Duk10, Duk12, Eas89, Eds80, Fle92, For76, Gen90a, Ges19, Gin20, Gin81d, Gin82a, Gin88b, Gin90d, Gin90b, Gin96a, Gin96d, Gin98, Gin02a, Gin12c, Gra08a, Har85, Hir85, Hos79b, Hos07b, Hus12, Jar98, JLL10, JR10, Ken87, Kid91, Gin81, Kri81b, Kur19, Lei17, Lévi7b, Mac15, Mar03, Mar12a, Mar14, McCo4, McC13b, McCo8, Mei02, Mor01a, Nee71, Nic90, Nor08b, Not20, Ogg11, Ost86, Pal77, Pau86, Pin73b, Pin76, Pop22, Ram10, Rec21, Rec90, Rem11, Rya09, Sal94a, Sha71b, Sie05, Smi92, Smi18a, Spe17, Sta11, Sta06, Ste19, SB12, SMH18, Ste96, Str81, Su72, Swe17b, Tho90a, Thu01, Tur84, van71a]. Early
[Van71b, Wal99, Was72, Wes84, Whi73a, Wlo11, Yan86, Yeo88, Zso94, DL15, Mil81, Oos15, Smi22, Wes01, WZR23, dH21, Lia19, Omo20, TQ18, Axw17, Ed71a, Gin96a, Gra76, PG79, Was72].

Early-Modern
[Har85, Jar98, JLL10, Rem11]. Earth
[Car86, Duf95, Duk10, Fei86, Gra14a, Had84, Kwa12, Mor01a, Pau95, RC11, Sch82, Ste77, Ste12c, Sve86a, Was04, Bri09, Duf91, Gra19a, GB09, Hoo84, Hos03a, Kra09, Kre93, McC83a, McC17, Mol70, MS04, MS05, Nal22, Pal08, PP07, Ste77, SMH18, Sza18, Ver06, Ver09, Voe02, Wil87a].

Earth-Bound [Kwa12]. Earthly
[Gin03c].

Earth’s [Moz13b, Moz13c]. Earth’s/Sun
[Moz13b, Moz13c]. East
[For70a, Haw74, Nor88, Shi11, Ano03a, Bri01b, Gin03a, Moz13b, Moz13c, Rag09, Roc08, Roc14, Sch12a, SG09, UAGGB21, Ano03a, Rag09, Roc08]. East-Asian
[Ano03a]. Easter
[GG14, EB04, GG14, LL87, Lil89, McC93, McC11, Nor92b, UAGGB21, Ver12].

Eastern
[Ack10, Ave09, Bre11, Sid10, Ack10, Bar18, HP98, HP99, Inn02, MSH21, Shi11]. Eberhard
[Oes10]. eBook
[Bec15]. Eccentric
[Ray05, Sve17a, VWH97]. Eccentricities
[Car21]. Eccentricity
[Moz13a, ZH12]. Eccentricities
[Mor08]. Eccho
[Whi08]. Ecclesiastical
[SMH20]. Echoes
[Gra21b, Gue12]. Eclipse
[Be00, Bri05, Duf12, Edd71b, FS96, Gau12, Jon12, Kno03, LZ99, Mar95, Mor01a, MSH19b, MSH19a, New77, OP92, Pan94a, Rap11c, SS91a, SM05, Sch05b, Shi00, SSM97, SS97b, Ste97, SS98b, Ste98a, SS91b, SF93, SF95, SF97, SS06, SMH20, Vet19, Wol07, Dob86, KF70, MSH22b, MSH22a, MHS23, SS96, SS97a, UC22, UC23, Arm70]. Ellipses
[Aab72, Eng02, FA97, GT00, Haw74, Mor01a, MS04, Ols93, Pas02, Por09, Ste08a, Ste10b, SMH18, Thu94, UCI16, MSH21]. Ecliptic
[Jon02, Loc99, Nev96]. écrits
[Pou96]. Écriture
[Gin07b]. ed
Pou75, Pou79, Pou84, Pou85, Pou96, dP82].

**Essay** [Rag92, Rei92, Ros74a, Rug95, Rug99, Rug04, Sal90, Sal95, Sal06, Sam13, Sch90, SK03, Sha87a, Sha94a, Sha94b, Sha99b, Sha11, Sha17, She74, She79a, Smi96, Spr92, Spr93a, Ste01, Swe76, Swe86a, Swe88, Swe92b, Swe98, Swe99a, Swe01, Swe04b, Swe13, Too77, Too81, Too95, Tur75, Van94b, Van02b, Voe97, Waf01, Was72, Wes94, Wes93, Wes97, Wes99b, Whi76b, Wil75, Wil82, Wil84, Wil88, Wil11, dA74, Ano77a, Ano97b, Cen17, CWW17, Eva17, Ger17, Kru17, Mir17, Qua17, Roc17, Rot17, Swe70].

**Essays** [Ben99, Bra90, Coh91, Gen96, Gin88a, Gin90c, Gin96c, GB86, Hos00c, Hos11a, Ken87, McC91, Nor07, Bla91b, Ken85].

Essential [Ree10, Swe17b].
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